What visual information is used for navigation around obstacles in a cluttered environment?
The goal of this study was to determine what visual information is used to navigate around barriers in a cluttered terrain. Twelve traffic pylons were arranged randomly in a 4.55 x 3.15 m travel area: there were 20 different arrangements. For each arrangement, individuals (N = 6) were positioned in 1 of 3 locations on the outside border with their eyes closed: on verbal command they were instructed to open their eyes and quickly go to 1 of 2 specified goals (2 vertical posts defining a door) located on one edge of the travel area. The movement of the body was tracked using the OPTOTRAK system, with the IREDS placed on a collar worn by the subjects. Experimental data of travel path chosen were compared with those predicted by models that incorporated different types of visual information to control path trajectory. The 6 models basically use 2 different strategies for route selection: reactive control based on visual input about the obstacle encountered in the line-of-sight travel path (Model # 1) and path planning based on different visual information (Model # 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6). The models that involve path planning are grouped into 2 categories: models 2, 3, 4, and 5 need detailed geometrical configuration of the obstacles to plan a route while model 6 plans a route based on identifying and avoiding a cluster of obstacles in the travel path. Two measures were used to compare model performance with the actual travel path: the difference in area between predicted and actual travel path and the number of trials that accurately predicted the number of turns during travel. The results suggest that route selection is not based on reactive control, but does involve path planning. The model that best predicts the travel paths taken by the individuals uses visual information about cluster of obstacles and identification of safe corridors to plan a route.